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than before and they often have insecure practices
such as sharing the same password across different
Web users are confronted with the daunting chal- websites [12] and writing down passwords [6].
lenges of managing more and more passwords to
protect their valuable assets on different online ser- Password manager is one of the most popular soluvices. Password manager is one of the most popular tions that can potentially well address the aforemensolutions designed to address such challenges by sav- tioned password security problems [2]. In general,
ing users’ passwords and later auto-filling the login password managers work by saving users’ online passforms on behalf of users. All the major browser ven- words and later auto-filling the login forms on behalf
dors have provided password manager as a built-in of users. Therefore, a remarkable benefit brought by
feature; third-party vendors have also provided many password managers is that users do not need to repassword managers. In this paper, we analyze the member many passwords. This benefit is the main
security of two very popular commercial password reason behind designing various password managers
managers: LastPass and RoboForm. Both of them by many vendors and using them by millions of users.
are Browser and Cloud based Password Managers
(BCPMs), and both of them have millions of active All the major browser vendors have provided passusers worldwide. We investigate the security design word manager as a built-in feature in their browsers
and implementation of these two BCPMs with the (e.g., the top five most popular browsers: Interfocus on their underlying cryptographic mechanisms. net Explorer, Firefox, Google Chrome, Safari, and
We identify several critical, high, and medium risk Opera); meanwhile, third-party vendors have also
level vulnerabilities that could be exploited by differ- provided many password managers. Popular coment types of attackers to break the security of these mercial password managers often have two attractive
two BCPMs. Moreover, we provide some general sug- properties: they are browser-based and cloud-based.
gestions to help improve the security design of these We refer to such password managers as Browser and
and similar BCPMs. We hope our analysis and sug- Cloud based Password Managers (BCPMs). They
gestions could also be valuable to other cloud-based are browser-based in the sense they provide browser
extension editions that can be seamlessly integrated
data security products and research.
into different Web browsers to achieve the same level
of usability as browsers’ built-in password managers.
They are cloud-based in the sense they can store the
I INTRODUCTION
saved websites passwords in the cloud storage servers
Text passwords still occupy the dominant position in and allow users to access the saved data from any
online user authentication, and they cannot be re- place and at any time. This desired cloud-based
placed in the foreseeable future due to their security usability property is not present or well supported
and especially their usability and deployability ad- in popular browsers, providing the opportunity for
vantages [1–3]. Password security heavily relies on us- third-party vendors to gain a good share in the passing strong passwords and protecting them from being word manager market.
guessed or stolen. However, strong passwords that
are sufficiently long and random are often difficult In this paper, we analyze the security of two very popto remember by users [4–7]. Even if passwords are ular commercial BCPMs: LastPass [13] and Robostrong enough, they are still vulnerable to harvesting Form [14]. Both of them have millions of active users
attacks such as phishing [8–11]. These hard problems worldwide and are often ranked among the best passhave been further aggravated by the facts that users word managers by media such as InformationWeek
have to create and manage more online passwords and PC Magazine. Our key motivation is to see
ABSTRACT
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whether these two very popular BCPMs are really
secure and can properly protect users’ online passwords. With this motivation, we make the following
contributions: (1) define a threat model for analyzing
the security of BCPMs, (2) investigate the design and
implementation of these two BCPMs with the focus
on their underlying cryptographic mechanisms, (3)
identify several vulnerabilities of these two BCPMs
that could be exploited by outsider and insider attackers to obtain users’ saved websites passwords, (4)
analyze the security risk levels of the identified vulnerabilities, and (5) provide some general suggestions
to help improve the security design of BCPMs. Beyond these direct contributions to the security design
of BCPMs, our analysis and suggestions could also be
valuable to other cloud-based data security products
and research.

general, usability is the main concern for password
hashing systems [17, 22], while security and business
model are the main concerns for single sign-on systems [20,23,24]. As highlighted in Section I, password
manager is one of the most popular solutions that can
potentially well address the password security problems. We analyzed the insecure design (e.g., lack of
a master password mechanism) of browsers’ built-in
password managers in [25]. Our focus in this paper
is on analyzing the security of two very popular commercial BCPMs: LastPass [13] and RoboForm [14].
2

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
LASTPASS AND ROBOFORM

OF

LastPass is mainly designed and implemented as
browser extensions for the top five most popular
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Sec- browsers [13]; we focus on its Firefox and Google
tion II reviews related work and provides the back- Chrome browser extensions that share the same deground information of LastPass and RoboForm. Sec- sign. RoboForm has both stand-alone and browser
tion III analyzes the security of these two BCPMs. extension editions [14]; we also focus on its Firefox
Section IV provides further discussions and sugges- and Google Chrome browser extensions that share
tions on secure BCPM design. Section V concludes the same design. In this paper, we use LastPass
and RoboForm to refer to their Firefox and Google
the paper.
Chrome extensions, which are representative Browser
and Cloud based Password Managers (BCPMs) that
II RELATED
WORK
AND
BACK- provide important usability benefits to users as highGROUND
lighted in Section I.
Similar to other password managers, LastPass and
RoboForm save users’ websites login information (i.e.,
usernames and passwords for different websites), and
later automatically fill the corresponding login forms
on behalf of users. However, they interact with their
cloud storage servers in different ways. LastPass al1 RELATED WORK ON TEXT PASS- ways stores a user’s websites login information to
WORD AND PASSWORD MANAGER
both the local machine and remote cloud storage
servers. In contrast, RoboForm only allows a user
It has been known for a long time that weak pass- to be in either the online mode or the offline mode.
words suffer from brute force attacks and dictionary In the online mode, RoboForm stores a user’s webattacks [15], and increasing password entropy is criti- sites login information to its cloud storage servers;
cal to improving password security [5]. However, the in the offline mode, it stores a user’s websites login
dilemma is that strong passwords that are sufficiently information to the user’s local machine.
long and random are often difficult to remember by
users due to human memory limitations [4,7]. Large- Both BCPMs require a user to provide a username
scale studies of Web password habits further demon- and password pair for authentication before allowstrated the severity of the password security problems ing the user to access the saved data. Before saving a
such as using weak passwords and sharing passwords user’s login information for any website, both BCPMs
across websites [6, 12].
prompt a dialog box associated with the browser’s
address bar to obtain the user’s confirmation. Once
To improve the security of text passwords, researchers a user revisits the login webpage of a corresponding
and vendors have provided many solutions such as website, both BCPMs can auto-fill the login informapassword managers [13,14,16], password hashing sys- tion on behalf of the user. Both BCPMs provide user
tems [17–19], and single sign-on systems [20, 21]. In
In this section, we briefly review the related text password security research, and provide background information of LastPass and RoboForm browser extensions.
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Table 1: The properties related to the master password in LastPass and RoboForm.
Properties
Is the master password related to the password for authenticating a
BCPM user to servers?
Is the master password enabled by default?
Is the master password used to protect all the websites login information?
Can the master password be remembered and stored to a user’s local
machine?
Is the master password changeable?
Is any strength requirement on the master password enforced?

interfaces for users to manage (e.g., modify or delete)
their saved websites login information. In addition
to using the extension’s user interface, LastPass users
can also log into the official LastPass website to manage their accounts.

LastPass
Yes, master password derives BCPM password
Yes
Yes
Yes

RoboForm
No, they are independent

Yes
No

No
No

No
No, by a user’s decision
No

speaking, enabling the master password by default
and protecting all the websites login information in
LastPass will provide better security. Similarly, making the master password changeable in LastPass will
provide flexibility and better security. However, remembering and storing the master password to the
local machine in LastPass could lead to security risks.
Furthermore, it could also lead to security risks when
a strength requirement on master passwords is not
enforced in both BCPMs. In the next two sections,
we analyze the security of these two BCPMs and provide more discussions and suggestions on improving
their security design.

To protect users’ websites login information, both
BCPMs take the approach of using a master password. The whole point of this approach is that
the saved websites login information can only be decrypted and used by the user who provides the valid
master password. In other words, even if attackers
(including insincere LastPass or RoboForm employees) can obtain the saved data, they should not be
able to feasibly decrypt and recover the original plaintext websites login information. The vendors of these III SECURITY ANALYSIS OF LASTPASS
two BCPMs claimed on their websites [13, 14] that
AND ROBOFORM
they do not know users’ master passwords, cannot
resend or reset master passwords, and do not know In this section, we first define the threat model that
we consider for BCPMs. We then describe our seusers’ login information for different websites.
curity analysis methodology. Finally, we analyze in
Table 1 illustrates that the ways of using master pass- detail the security of LastPass and RoboForm.
words in LastPass and RoboForm are quite different.
The second row shows that LastPass derives a user’s
password for authenticating to LastPass servers from 1 THREAT MODEL
the user’s master password, while no dependency between these two passwords exists in RoboForm. The We define the threat model for BCPMs from four
third row shows that LastPass uses the master pass- perspectives: types of credentials, types of attackword by default, but RoboForm allows a user to de- ers, types of attacks under consideration, and types
cide whether a master password will be used. The of attacks outside of consideration. Figure 1 is an
fourth row shows that LastPass uses the master pass- overview of this threat model.
word to protect all the websites login information, but
RoboForm depends on a user’s decision. The fifth row
shows that LastPass can even remember and save a 1.1 CREDENTIALS
user’s master password to the local machine so that
the user will be automatically logged into the exten- For ease of presentation, we refer to a user’s losion next time, while RoboForm does not have such a gin information for different websites as websites
property. The sixth row shows that LastPass allows credentials, which are the essential targets of ata user to change the master password, but RoboForm tackers because the stolen websites credentials can
does not provide such a flexibility. The last row shows be directly used to log into different websites to acthat both BCPMs do not enforce any strength re- cess and abuse a user’s online accounts. We refer to
a user’s <BCPM username, BCPM password> pair
quirement on users’ master passwords.
as the BCPM credential, which allows a user to auOverall, these master password related properties thenticate to the cloud storage servers of the correhave important security implications. Relatively sponding BCPM through the LastPass or RoboForm
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Figure 1: An overview of the threat model for BCPMs.
browser extension. LastPass also allows a user to use
the BCPM credential to log into its official website as
described in Section II. The third type of credential
is the master password that plays an important role
in the security design of these two BCPMs (Table 1).
As will be soon analyzed, cracking the master password used in these two BCPMs can greatly facilitate
the cracking of websites credentials.

representative examples, in which attackers can install and run malware on a user’s machine in a few
seconds. We do not assume malware can persist on
the victim’s machine – anti-malware software such as
Microsoft Forefront Endpoint Protection may eventually detect and remove the malware, or solutions
such as the Back to the Future framework [32] may
restore the system to a prior good state and preserve
the system integrity. However, within that few seconds, the installed malware can either directly send
1.2 ATTACKERS
back the stolen data for decrypting on attackers’ machines, or, if necessary, decrypt the stolen data on
Two types of attackers may target those credentials: the victim’s machine and then send the results back
outsider attackers and insider attackers. to attackers.
Outsider attackers are unauthorized or illegitimate
entities who initiate attacks from outside of the secu- Insider attackers are entities that are authorized
rity perimeter of a BCPM vendor’s system resources. to access a BCPM vendor’s system resources but
They could be from amateur pranksters to orga- use them in a non-approved way. Examples of innized criminals and even hostile governments. Out- sider attackers could be insincere employees or forsider attackers may have the server-side stealing mer employees who can still access a BCPM vencapability, i.e., intruding into the cloud storage dor’s system resources. Similar to outsider attackservers of a BCPM vendor to steal the data saved for ers, insider attackers may have the server-side
users. The attack happened on LastPass in 2011 [26] stealing capability to steal the saved data. In adexemplifies such server-side stealing capability.
dition, insider attackers may have the server-side
monitoring capability, i.e., directly monitoring
Outsider attackers may also have the client-side the communication between BCPMs and their cloud
stealing capability, i.e., attacking users’ ma- storage servers. Considering insider attackers in anchines to steal locally saved data. They may even alyzing the security of BCPMs is of particular imhave the client-side computation capability, portance because although BCPM vendors store the
i.e., temporarily running either benign or malicious encrypted data in their cloud storage servers, they
programs on users’ machines to perform some com- should not be able to feasibly decrypt and recover
putations. For these two client-side capabilities, pop- any user’s websites credentials and master password.
ular attacks such as drive-by-downloads [27–31] are
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1.3

ATTACKS UNDER CONSIDERATION

such threats are rare or do not have high impacts,
BCPMs would not bother to encrypt their stored
websites credentials in the first place. Therefore, we
do not intend to further identify threat sources, but
focus on investigating the vulnerabilities in the cryptographic mechanisms of the two BCPMs and correlating them to potential security risks and attacks.
We mainly investigated the two BCPMs on the Windows 7 platform.

We focus on the underlying cryptographic mechanisms of LastPass and RoboForm and mainly consider three types of attacks that could be performed to obtain credentials either from cloud storage
servers or from users’ local machines: brute force
attacks, local decryption attacks, and request
monitoring attacks. The solid-line arrows in Figure 1 denote these attacks that could be performed
Both BCPMs are browser extensions written mainly
by outsider and insider attackers.
in JavaScript, and their developers used different obBrute force attacks can be performed by both out- fuscation techniques to make their JavaScript code
sider and insider attackers to mainly crack a user’s difficult for other people to read and understand. Usmaster password, from which other credentials can ing Eclipse (www.eclipse.org) and JS Beautifier (jsbe further cracked. Note that we consider the ef- beautifier.org), we de-obfuscate the JavaScript code
fort of brute force attacks as the upper bound – at- of the two BCPMs for us to analyze. Besides analyztackers can definitely use different dictionaries to re- ing the source code, we use Mozilla’s JavaScript Deduce their effort. Local decryption attacks aim to bugger [35] and Google Chrome’s developer tools to
crack a user’s websites credentials from the user’s help us understand the dynamic execution of the two
local machine without using brute force, and they BCPMs. To understand the communication between
can be performed by outsider attackers using drive- the two BCPMs and their cloud storage servers, we
by-downloads and running malware on the victim’s use the stand-alone edition HTTP Analyzer [36] to
local machine. Request monitoring attacks aim to monitor and analyze all the incoming and outgoing
obtain a user’s websites credentials by intercepting traffic. To further confirm our understanding of the
the requests sent from BCPMs to their cloud storage security design of the two BCPMs, we perform experservers. Because BCPMs normally use the HTTPs iments and verify the related features such as storage,
protocol to secure their communication with cloud user authentication, and key derivation.
storage servers and meanwhile we do not assume malware can persist on a user’s local machine, we mainly We estimate the effort of brute force attacks based
consider request monitoring attacks performed by in- on the computational power exemplified in a very
popular cryptography textbook [37] authored by
sider attackers from the server-side.
William Stallings. In the Table 2.2 (chapter 2,
page 38, and 5th edition) of this textbook, Stallings
1.4 ATTACKS OUTSIDE OF CONSIDER- used two computer systems with different compuATION
tational power to estimate the brute force effort for
searching cryptographic keys. The first system is
We do not consider general Web attacks such as more like a regular desktop computer, and it takes
cross-site scripting, cross-site request forgery, and 10−6 second to perform a basic cryptographic
DNS spoofing, as well as their potential interactions operation. The second system is more like a cluster
with browser extensions [33]. We do not consider of high performance servers with multi-core procesprivilege escalation related vulnerabilities of browsers sors and GPUs, and it takes 10−12 second to perform
and browser extensions. Specific attacks (e.g., side- a basic cryptographic operation.
channel and hypervisor privilege escalation) against
the cloud storage servers of BCPMs are also out of In our estimation, we consider either a DES (Data
Encryption Standard) or an AES (Advanced Encrypthe scope of our analysis.
tion Standard) decryption as a basic cryptographic
operation as in [37]. Meanwhile, for simplicity but
2 SECURITY ANALYSIS METHODOL- without loss of generality, we also consider either a
OGY
SHA-1 or SHA-2 [38] hash operation as a basic cryptographic operation, although this is a conservative
“Where a threat intersects with a vulnerability, risk is consideration because a hash operation is normally
present [34].” We have defined and discussed threat more efficient than a decryption operation. That
agents (attackers) and attack vectors (attacks) in the means, in our estimation, the running time for each
above threat model for BCPMs. If the occurrences of
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of these four basic cryptographic operations is 10−6
second on the aforementioned first system and 10−12
second on the aforementioned second system. We use
this running time information in the following analysis and discussion of attackers’ brute force effort.

number of basic cryptographic operations performed
in a PBKDF2 LP function call. LastPass derives
g local key and g local hash by using PBKDF2 LP in
Formula (1) and Formula (2), respectively. In Formula (1), a user’s master password is used as the password parameter, the user’s BCPM username is used
as the salt, the iteration count is 500, and the derived
3 LASTPASS SECURITY DESIGN AND g local key is 32 bytes. In Formula (2), g local key is
VULNERABILITY ANALYSIS
used as the password parameter, the user’s master
password is used as the salt, the iteration count is
LastPass mainly uses JavaScript to support all of one, and the derived g local hash is also 32 bytes.
its functionalities including the cryptographic operations. It can also include an additional binary com- We now reveal the vulnerabilities in the security deponent to perform some cryptographic operations. If sign of LastPass and discuss three types of potential
the binary component is not installed or not compat- attacks: outsider attackers’ local decryption attacks,
ible with the system, cryptographic operations will outsider attackers’ brute force attacks, and insider atbe completely performed by JavaScript. LastPass al- tackers’ brute force attacks. We analyze how a user’s
ways stores a user’s websites credentials both locally master password can be cracked. With the cracked
to the user’s machine and remotely to cloud storage master password, attackers can directly derive the
servers.
g local key to completely decrypt all the websites credentials of the user, and can further derive the BCPM
We draw Figure 2 to illustrate the high-level secu- password (i.e., g local hash) of the user.
rity design of LastPass. Basically, a user only remembers a master password and a BCPM username.
A g local key is derived from the master password 3.1 OUTSIDER ATTACKERS’ LOCAL DEand the BCPM username, and it will be used to enCRYPTION ATTACKS
crypt the user’s websites credentials. A g local hash
is further derived from the master password and the The vulnerability (referred to as LastPass-Vul-1)
g local key, and it will be used as the BCPM pass- lies in the insecure design of the master password
word. The <BCPM username, BCPM password> remembering mechanism in LastPass. As shown in
pair will be submitted to the cloud storage servers of Figure 2, LastPass can even remember a user’s masLastPass for user authentication.
ter password (with the BCPM username) into a local SQLite [40] database table LastPassSavedLogins2,
To perform both derivations, LastPass uses a varia- allowing the user to be automatically authenticated
tion of the deterministic password-based key deriva- whenever LastPass is used again. Whether and how
tion function PBKDF2 specified in RFC 2898 [39]. LastPass protects the master password before savThe main variation is replacing the pseudorandom ing it into the database table depends on the confunction recommended in the PBKDF2 specifica- figuration of the user’s machine. There are three
tion [39] with the SHA-256 secure hashing func- possible cases: (1) if LastPass includes an aforetion [38] to perform the underlying cryptographic op- mentioned binary component and the TPM (Trusted
erations. This replacement in LastPass was made Platform Module) of the machine is available, the
probably for the purpose of ease of implementation, protect data() function of the binary component will
but it weakens the security of PBKDF2 because one use the Windows API function CryptProtectData()
major security improvement of PBKDF2 over its with the TPM support to encrypt the master passprior version PBKDF1 is using pseudorandom func- word; (2) if the binary component exists but the TPM
tions rather than hashing functions in the underlying of the machine is not available, the protect data()
cryptographic operations [39].
function will use CryptProtectData() without the
TPM support to encrypt the master password; and
The PBKDF2 function used in LastPass (denoted as (3) if the binary component does not exist, LastPass
PBKDF2 LP ) accepts four input parameters, in or- will not encrypt the master password at all.
der: a password, a salt, an iteration count, and a key
length value; it returns the derived key as the output. A locally saved master password, no matter enA SHA-256 operation is mainly performed for each crypted or not, is vulnerable to local decryption atiteration inside of the function; therefore, the itera- tacks that can be performed by outsider attackers
tion count parameter value corresponds to the total
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Figure 2: High-level security design of LastPass.
g local key = P BKDF 2 LP (master password, BCP M username, 500, 32)

(1)

g local hash = P BKDF 2 LP (g local key, master password, 1, 32)

(2)

with the client-side stealing capability and/or the
client-side computation capability (Section 1.2). In
the cases (1) and (2) where the protect data() function of the binary component is used in the encryption, outsider attackers can call the corresponding
unprotect data() function of the binary component on
the victim’s machine to decrypt the master password.
In other words, attackers need to have both the clientside stealing capability and the client-side computation capability. The unprotect data() function will
use the corresponding Windows API function CryptUnprotectData() either with or without the TPM
support (based on the configuration of the user’s machine) to perform the decryption. In the case (3)
where no encryption is applied, outsider attackers
with the client-side stealing capability can directly
steal the saved plaintext master password.

sites credentials of a user can be accurately obtained
by outsider attackers.
3.2

OUTSIDER ATTACKERS’
FORCE ATTACKS

BRUTE

Even if a master password is not saved by LastPass
into the LastPassSavedLogins2 database table on a
user’s local computer, it is still vulnerable to brute
force attacks performed by outsider attackers. The
vulnerability (referred to as LastPass-Vul-2) lies
in the insecure design of the local user authentication mechanism and the insecure application of the
PBKDF2 function in LastPass.

As shown in Figure 2, to locally authenticate a user
and make the user’s websites credentials accessible
In all the three cases, outsider attackers can directly when the network connection is not available, Laststeal the plaintext BCPM username from the Last- Pass encrypts a hard-coded string “lastpass rocks”
PassSavedLogins2 database table. Therefore, using using AES and writes the ciphertext into another
Formula (1) and Formula (2), outsider attackers can local SQLite [40] database table LastPassData, in
derive g local key and g local hash to completely re- which the encrypted websites credentials are also
cover all the plaintext websites credentials of a user. saved. The key used in this AES encryption operation
is the same key (i.e., g local key) used for encrypting a
We performed experiments and validated the effec- user’s websites credentials. Therefore, in a local user
tiveness of such local decryption attacks. We verified authentication, if the key derived from Formula (1)
that the time effort for performing such attacks is based on the BCPM username and the master passvery low – within one second, the entire decryption word provided by a user can decrypt the ciphertext
process can be completed and all the plaintext web- for “lastpass rocks” back to the correct plaintext, the
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fore, the brute force attack effort will be similar to
that listed in the third and fourth columns of Table 2. However, the server-side protection mechanism
Outsider attackers with the client-side stealing capa- of LastPass is unknown to the public, so we do not
bility (Section 1.2) can perform brute force attacks further analyze the actual attack effort.
using the following steps after stealing the BCPM
username and the ciphertext for “lastpass rocks”.
ATTACKERS’
BRUTE
First, an attacker derives g local key (Formula (1)) 3.3 INSIDER
FORCE ATTACKS
by trying one possible master password together with
the stolen BCPM username. Second, the attacker
tries to decrypt the ciphertext for “lastpass rocks” Insider attackers with the server-side monitoring causing AES with the derived g local key as the de- pability (Section 1.2) can perform brute force attacks
cryption key. Third, if the decrypted result is “last- on a user’s master password. The vulnerability (repass rocks”, the brute force attack is successful and ferred to as LastPass-Vul-3) lies in the insecure
the attacker obtains the user’s real master password; association of the master password with authenticaotherwise, the attacker repeats above steps with an- tors in LastPass. The brute force attacks can be
other possible master password. Each master pass- performed in two different ways (note that outsider
word try consists of 501 (500 iterations in Formula (1) attackers with the harvested BCPM credential or a
plus one AES decryption) basic cryptographic opera- double-hashed value, e.g., harvested by phishing with
tions, thus taking 501*10−6 seconds and 501*10−12 a spoofed LastPass website, can perform the same atseconds, respectively, on the two systems referred in tacks). One way is to intercept the BCPM credential
(i.e., the <BCPM username, g local hash> pair) and
Section 2.
then perform the same brute force attacks as we just
The effectiveness of such brute force attacks also de- described for outsider attackers. Therefore, the brute
pends on the size of the master password space, which force attack effort is the same as that listed in the
is determined by the length of the master password third and fourth columns of Table 2.
and the number of possibilities for each master password character. If each master password charac- The second way is to intercept the double-hashed
ter can be an upper case letter, a lower case letter, value sent to the official website of LastPass. As
or a decimal digit, then it could be one of the 62 shown in Figure 2, when a user logs into the offi(26+26+10) possibilities. Based on this number, we cial website of LastPass using a browser, a SHA-256
list different master password lengths and their cor- double-hashed value generated from the BCPM userresponding space sizes in the first column and the name and the master password is also sent to the
second column of Table 2, respectively. The third server. Brute force attacks against the master passand fourth columns of Table 2 list the outsider at- word can be more efficiently performed by insider attackers’ average brute force attack effort (i.e., overall tackers with the intercepted double-hashed value. An
effort divided by two) with one try’s running time insider attacker only needs to calculate the doubleat 501*10−6 seconds and 501*10−12 seconds, re- hashed value (i.e., two basic cryptographic operaspectively. For example, on average, outsider at- tions) from the BCPM username and a possible mastackers can crack an 8-character master password in ter password. If the calculated double-hashed value
about 1734.3 years and 15.2 hours, respectively, on matches the intercepted one, the brute force attack is
successful and the attacker recovers the user’s master
the aforementioned two systems.
password; otherwise, the attacker repeats the calculaNote that outsider attackers with the server-side tion on another possible master password. Each masstealing capability (Section 1.2) can also perform ter password try takes 2*10−6 seconds and 2*10−12
brute force attacks. The effectiveness of such at- seconds, respectively, on the two systems referred in
tacks depends on how well LastPass protects the Section 2; the fifth and sixth columns of Table 2 list
BCPM credential (i.e., the <BCPM username, the corresponding average brute force attack effort of
g local hash> pair) on its authentication server. If insider attackers.
we assume outsider attackers can trivially obtain a
user’s BCPM credential from the server-side, then
each master password try also consists of 501 (500
iterations in Formula (1) plus one iteration in Formula (2)) basic cryptographic operations. Thereauthentication will be successful and LastPass will
further decrypt the websites credentials for the user.
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Table 2: The average brute force attack effort on the master password for LastPass.

4

Master password
length

Master password
space size

Outsider attackers’ brute force attack
effort with one try’s running time at:
501*10−6 seconds
501*10−12 seconds

Insider attackers’ brute force attack
effort with one try’s running time at:
2*10−6 seconds
2*10−12 seconds

5
6
7
8
9
10

625
626
627
628
629
6210

2.7 days
164.7 days
28 years
1734.3 years
1.1*105 years
6.5*106 years

15.3 minutes
15.8 hours
40.8 days
6.9 years
430 years
2.7*104 years

ROBOFORM SECURITY DESIGN AND
VULNERABILITY ANALYSIS

0.2 seconds
14.3 seconds
14.7 minutes
15.2 hours
39.3 days
6.7 years

9*10−4 seconds
0.06 seconds
3.5 seconds
3.7 minutes
3.8 hours
9.7 days

tackers’ request monitoring attacks. The first two
types of attacks are related to the offline mode of
RoboForm. The third type of attacks are related to
the online mode of RoboForm.

Unlike LastPass, RoboForm is implemented in pure
JavaScript and it has two modes: online mode and
offline mode. In the offline mode, RoboForm stores a
user’s websites credentials to the user’s local machine. 4.1 OUTSIDER ATTACKERS’ LOCAL DECODING ATTACKS
In the online mode, RoboForm uploads a user’s websites credentials to its remote cloud storage servers
through the HTTPS communication. Figure 3 illus- The vulnerability (referred to as RoboForm-Vul-1)
lies in the zero protection to local storage when a mastrates the high-level security design of RoboForm.
ter password is not used in RoboForm. In the offline
In the offline mode, RoboForm also uses a variation of mode, RoboForm saves each website credential into a
the deterministic password-based key derivation func- separate .rfp file. Each .rfp file is organized into three
tion PBKDF2 specified in RFC 2898 [39]. The main parts: a header, a flag, and a data block. The header
variation is replacing the pseudorandom function rec- is always a string concatenated from a hard-coded
ommended in the PBKDF2 specification [39] with string “URL3:ver3” and the encoded website login
the SHA-1 secure hashing function [38] to perform URL. The formats of the other two parts depend on
the underlying cryptographic operations. Similar to whether a master password has been used. In the case
that of LastPass, such a replacement in RoboForm when a master password is not used, the flag will be a
weakens the security of PBKDF2. Meanwhile, using hard-coded string “@PROTECTED@” and the data
SHA-1 rather than SHA-2 [38] further weakens the block will be the encoded format of a user’s website
security.
credential (note that we did not draw this case in Figure 3). In other words, a user’s website credential is
The PBKDF2 function used in RoboForm (de- not encrypted at all, it is simply encoded without usnoted as PBKDF2 RF ) has the same interface as in ing any cryptographic key. The encoding and decodPBKDF2 LP, i.e., it accepts four input parameters ing schemes are implemented in the RoboForm Rfand returns the derived key as the output. The dif- GarbleString() and RfUngarbleStringW() JavaScript
ference is that two SHA-1 operations are mainly per- functions, respectively.
formed for each iteration inside of the PBKDF2 RF
function; therefore, the iteration count parameter Therefore, outsider attackers with the client-side
value corresponds to one half of the total number stealing capability (Section 1.2) can simply steal the
of basic cryptographic operations performed in a .rfp files of those RoboForm users who do not use a
PBKDF2 RF function call. RoboForm derives a key master password. With the stolen .rfp files, outsider
by using PBKDF2 RF in Formula (3). A user’s mas- attackers can run the decoding function RfUngarter password is used as the password parameter, a bleStringW() on any computer to completely recover
random number is used as the salt, the iteration count a user’s websites credentials. Note that local decodis 1000, and the derived key is 34 bytes.
ing attacks can be regarded as the simplest and most
special forms of local decryption attacks in which no
We now reveal the vulnerabilities in the security de- decryption keys are needed to recover the plaintexts.
sign of RoboForm and discuss three types of potential attacks: outsider attackers’ local decoding attacks, We performed experiments and validated the effecoutsider attackers’ brute force attacks, and insider at- tiveness of such local decoding (or decryption) at-
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Figure 3: High-level Security Design of RoboForm.
key = P BKDF 2 RF (master password, random number, 1000, 34)

(3)

tacks. Meanwhile, we verified that the time effort for
performing such attacks is very low – within one second, the entire decoding process can be completed
and all the plaintext websites credentials of a user
can be accurately obtained by outsider attackers.

a hard-coded string “+PROTECTED-2+”, and the
data block will consist of an 8-byte salt, a 2-byte password verification code, a 10-byte integrity checksum,
and a ciphertext. The salt is a random number used
as the second input parameter to the PBKDF2 RF
(Formula (3)) function. The first 32 bytes of the
derived key will be used in the AES encryption to
4.2 OUTSIDER ATTACKERS’ BRUTE convert a website credential into the ciphertext. The
FORCE ATTACKS
password verification code comes from the last two
bytes of the derived key, and it is used to verify the
In the offline mode and if a master password has been correctness of a user’s master password in the offline
used as shown in Figure 3, outsider attackers with mode. The integrity checksum is calculated from the
the client-side stealing capability (Section 1.2) can HMAC (Keyed-Hashing for Message Authentication,
still perform brute force attacks against a user’s mas- RFC 2104) function on the website credential using
ter password. With the cracked master password, the second 16 bytes of the derived key, and it is used
attackers can further obtain all the websites creden- to verify the integrity of the data saved in the .rfp
tials of the user. The vulnerability (referred to as file.
RoboForm-Vul-2) lies in the weak protection to the
local storage when a master password is used in Robo- Therefore, with the stolen .rfp files, outsider attackers
Form. In more details, the brute force attacks can be can first derive a key from a possible master password
performed in two different ways. One is based on the using the PBKDF2 RF function with 1000 iterations.
.rfp files and the other is based on the smpenc.rfo file. They can then compare the calculated password verification code with the one saved in a .rfp file. If a
(a) Based on the .rfp files: In the case when a mas- comparison is successful, they can further decrypt the
ter password is used, in each .rfp file, the flag will be ciphertext and verify the calculated integrity check-
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sum against the one saved in the .rfp file. If this final
verification is successful, the brute force attack is successful; otherwise, if any mismatch happens, attackers can simply try another possible master password.
Each master password try consists of 2001 (1000 iterations in Formula (3) with two SHA-1 operations in
each iteration plus one AES decryption) basic cryptographic operations. Therefore, each master password try takes 2001*10−6 seconds and 2001*10−12
seconds, respectively, on the two systems referred in
Section 2; the third and fourth columns of Table 3 list
the corresponding average brute force attack effort of
outsider attackers.
(b) Based on the smpenc.rfo file: In the case when
a master password is used in the offline mode, a smpenc.rfo file is also created by RoboForm. As shown
in Figure 3, a user’s master password concatenated
with a hard-coded string “MASTER PASSWORD
FILE” will be encrypted using a single DES (1-DES)
operation with a 56-bit key. The key itself is derived
from the user’s master password using a RFGenerateKey() JavaScript function, which simply takes the
first 8 bytes of the master password and performs
a naive transformation without involving any additional data. The ciphertext is saved into the smpenc.rfo file.

Comparing to the brute force attacks based on the
.rfp files, brute force attacks based on the smpenc.rfo
file are more efficient. With the same client-side stealing capability (Section 1.2) requirement in both types
of attacks, it is reasonable to believe that attackers
would choose to take the efficient approach of using
the stolen smpenc.rfo file.
4.3

INSIDER
ATTACKERS’
SERVERSIDE REQUEST MONITORING ATTACKS

When the online mode is used, all the credentials of
a user including the master password, the BCPM
credential, and websites credentials will be sent to
the cloud storage servers of RoboForm through the
HTTPS communication as shown by the dashed
lines in Figure 3. The vulnerability (referred to as
RoboForm-Vul-3) lies in the zero protection to the
data received by the insiders of RoboForm.

As we verified through source code inspection and
traffic analysis, RoboForm does not encrypt any of
those information – it simply transmits the plaintexts
of those information through the HTTPS communication. Here are some concrete examples: when a
user registers a RoboForm account, the BCPM creRoboForm uses this smpenc.rfo file to authenticate dential is sent to the cloud storage servers of Roboan offline user. However, this user authentication Form in plaintext; when a user remembers a website
mechanism makes a user’s master password very vul- credential using RoboForm, the website credential is
nerable to brute force attacks performed by outsider sent to the cloud storage servers in plaintext; when
attackers with the client-side stealing capability (Sec- a user sets or types the master password, the mastion 1.2). Once stealing a user’s smpenc.rfo file, ter password is sent to the cloud storage servers in
outsider attackers first derive a decryption key us- plaintext; when a user asks RoboForm to auto-fill a
ing the RFGenerateKey() function with a possible website login form, the cloud storage servers will send
master password, then decrypt (using 1-DES) the back the website credential in plaintext.
ciphertext stored in the smpenc.rfo file, and finally
verify whether the decrypted result is the concate- Therefore, although HTTPS encrypts the clientnation of the tried master password and the hard- server communication and protects against the mancoded string “MASTER PASSWORD FILE”. If the in-the-middle attacks, insider attackers with the
verification is successful, the brute force attack is suc- server-side monitoring capability (Section 1.2) can
cessful; otherwise, attackers can simply try another directly and completely obtain all the credentials of
possible master password. Each master password try a user – they simply need to monitor the incoming
consists of one basic cryptographic operation, which HTTPS requests and wait for their decryption at the
is the 1-DES decryption because the overhead of the server-side. This is a severe vulnerability because innaive transformation in the RFGenerateKey() func- siders (BCPM vendors) should not be able to feasibly
tion can be ignored. Therefore, each master password decrypt and recover any user’s websites credentials
try takes 1*10−6 seconds and 1*10−12 seconds, re- and master password as we highlighted in the definispectively, on the two systems referred in Section 2; tion of the threat model for BCPMs.
the fifth and sixth columns of Table 3 list the corresponding average brute force attack effort of outsider
attackers.
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Table 3: The average brute force attack effort on the master password for RoboForm.
Master
password length

Master
word
size

5
6
7
8
9
10

625
626
627
628
629
6210

IV

passspace

Based on the .rfp files, outsider attackers’ brute force attack effort with one try’s
running time at:
2001*10−6 seconds
2001*10−12 seconds

Based on the smpenc.rfo file, outsider attacker’s brute force attack effort with one try’s running time at:
1*10−6 seconds
1*10−12 seconds

10.6 days
1.8 years
110 years
7.0*103 years
4.3*105 years
2.7*107 years

7.7 minutes
7.9 hours
20.4 days
3.5 years
215 years
1.3*104 years

0.9 seconds
10 minutes
1.0 hours
2.6 days
157.0 days
26.7 years

DISCUSSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

In this section, we first discuss the risk levels of the
vulnerabilities identified in LastPass and RoboForm.
We then provide some general suggestions to help
improve the security design of BCPMs. We hope
our analysis and suggestions could also be valuable
to other cloud-based data security products and research.
1

RISK LEVELS OF THE VULNERABILITIES

We follow the OWASP (Open Web Application Security Project) Risk Rating Methodology [41] to rate
the risks of the six vulnerabilities that we identified
in Section III. We use the standard risk model: Risk
= Likelihood * Impact. We directly rate the likelihood and impact levels for the six vulnerabilities as
LOW, MEDIUM, or HIGH values as shown in the
second column and the third column of Table 4, respectively. We will soon explain our ratings, but will
not provide the detailed numerical scores for calculating the likelihood and impact levels because numerical scores could be customizable and subjective [41].
In other words, we provide the ratings based on our
perceptions; a reader may definitely have different
opinions. Following the “Determining Severity” table provided in the OWASP Risk Rating Methodology [41], we combine the likelihood and impact ratings to derive the corresponding overall risk severity
ratings as shown in the fourth column of Table 4.

4.6*10−4 seconds
2.9*10−2 seconds
1.8 seconds
1.8 minutes
1.9 hours
4.9 days

MEDIUM because although a successful attack only
affects one single user, attackers can recover all the
credentials of the user.
For LastPass-Vul-2, the likelihood rating is MEDIUM
because it is very likely for outsider attackers to have
the client-side stealing capability (Section 1.2), but
certain brute forth effort is still needed to recover
the credentials (Section 3.2); the impact rating is
MEDIUM for the same reason as in LastPass-Vul-1.
For LastPass-Vul-3, the likelihood rating is MEDIUM
because it is very likely for insider attackers to have
the server-side monitoring capability (Section 1.2),
but certain brute forth effort is still needed to recover
the credentials of a user (Section 3.3); the impact rating is HIGH because insider attackers have the stored
encrypted data for all the users and they can perform
brute forth attacks on any user they are interested in.
For RoboForm-Vul-1, the likelihood rating is HIGH
because it is very likely for outsider attackers to have
the client-side stealing capability (Section 1.2), and
they can then perform local decoding attacks to completely recover all the websites credentials within one
second (Section 4.1); the impact rating is MEDIUM
because although a successful attack only affects one
single user, attackers can recover all the websites credentials of the user.

For RoboForm-Vul-2, the likelihood rating is
MEDIUM because it is very likely for outsider attackers to have the client-side stealing capability (Section 1.2), but certain brute forth effort is still needed
In more details, for LastPass-Vul-1, the likelihood to recover the credentials (Section 4.2); the impact
rating is HIGH because it is very likely for outsider at- rating is MEDIUM because although a successful attackers to have the client-side stealing capability and tack only affects one single user, attackers can recover
the client-side computation capability (Section 1.2), the master password and all the websites credentials
and they can then perform local decryption attacks to of the user.
completely recover the locally saved master password,
the BCPM credential, and all the websites credentials For RoboForm-Vul-3, the likelihood rating is HIGH
within one second (Section 3.1); the impact rating is because it is very likely for insider attackers to have
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Table 4: Likelihood, impact, and overall risk ratings.
Vulnerability

Likelihood

Impact

LastPass-Vul-1

HIGH

MEDIUM

High

LastPass-Vul-2

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

Medium

LastPass-Vul-3

MEDIUM

HIGH

High

RoboForm-Vul-1

HIGH

MEDIUM

High

RoboForm-Vul-2

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

Medium

RoboForm-Vul-3

HIGH

HIGH

Critical

the server-side monitoring capability (Section 1.2),
and they can perform request monitoring attacks to
completely obtain all the credentials of any user (Section 4.3); the impact rating is HIGH because a successful attack affects all the users who have the online
interactions with RoboForm.
As noted in Section 1.3, we consider the effort of
brute force attacks as the upper bound, and attackers can definitely use different dictionaries to reduce
their effort. In addition, attackers can also use multiple computers to reduce their brute force attack
effort. Therefore, although the likelihood rating of
LastPass-Vul-2, LastPass-Vul-3, and RoboForm-Vul2 is MEDIUM, we should never overlook their potential risks especially because the brute force effort is
not daunting as estimated in Table 2 and Table 3.
2

SUGGESTIONS
DESIGN

TO

SECURE BCPM

Overall Risk Severity

they will sacrifice the security of the BCPM. This
suggestion corresponds to the high security risk of
LastPass-Vul-1 and RoboForm-Vul-1.
Suggestion 3: a master password mechanism must be
provided in a BCPM, and users should be mandated
to use a strong master password with the strength
assured by a proactive password checker. A strong
master password is the only thing (if a second authentication factor such as a security token does not
exist) that a user can count on to defend against
both insider and outsider attackers. Protecting websites credentials without using a master password is
analogous to protecting valuables in a safe without
setting a combination [25]. This suggestion corresponds to the high security risk of RoboForm-Vul-1
because a master password is optional in RoboForm
(Table 1); it also corresponds to the high security
risk of LastPass-Vul-3 and the medium security risk
of LastPass-Vul-2 and RoboForm-Vul-2 because both
BCPMs do not have any strength requirement on a
user’s master password (Table 1).

Based on our detailed vulnerability and risk analysis
results, we provide the following general suggestions Suggestion 4: large iteration count values should be
to help improve the security design of BCPMs.
used in the password based key derivation functions
such as PBKDF2 [39] so that the effort for each masSuggestion 1: user data should be protected with ter password try will be non-trivial (e.g., taking a
strong confidentiality and authenticity mechanisms few seconds) and brute force attacks against a strong
before being sent to cloud storage servers. In other master password will be computationally infeasible.
words, strong protection (as will be further explained This suggestion corresponds to the high security risk
in the following suggestions) must be performed at of LastPass-Vul-3 and the medium security risk of
the client-side and a BCPM should assure users that LastPass-Vul-2 and RoboForm-Vul-2 because neither
no insider can obtain users’ websites credentials by LastPass nor RoboForm uses large iteration count
any feasible means. This suggestion corresponds to values as shown in Formulas (1), (2), and (3).
the critical security risk of RoboForm-Vul-3.
Suggestion 5: a user’s master password should be
Suggestion 2: outsider attackers’ client-side steal- used to authenticate the user, but it should not be
ing capability and client-side computation capabil- insecurely associated with any authenticator that will
ity (Section 1.2) should be seriously considered by be sent to the cloud storage servers or saved locally
BCPM designers given the rampancy of client-side to the user’s machine. This suggestion corresponds
attacks such as drive-by-downloads [27–31]; there- to the high security risk of LastPass-Vul-3 because
fore, locally saved sensitive data should be strongly attackers can try a possible master password and verprotected, and convenient mechanisms such as mas- ify against either the BCPM credential or the doubleter password remembering should not be provided if hashed value sent to the cloud storage servers of LastPage 13 of 15
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Pass; it also corresponds to the medium security risk
of LastPass-Vul-2 and RoboForm-Vul-2 because attackers can try a possible master password and verify against the locally saved authenticator. We separate this suggestion from suggestion 4 because an authenticator (e.g., the BCPM password in RoboForm)
is not necessarily derived from password based key
derivation functions.
Suggestion 6: data authenticity should be assured
and an authenticity verification should not weaken
confidentiality. This suggestion corresponds to the
medium security risk of RoboForm-Vul-2 because the
integrity checksum in a .rfp file can be used in the
brute force attacks and should be more securely generated by following the above suggestion 4. LastPass
does not verify the authenticity (integrity and source)
of the records saved in its database tables; therefore,
this last suggestion also applies to LastPass.
V
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